What do children need to
become good readers and
writers?


Strong physical skills—that control
posture, balance, alertness,
concentration and stillness



Strong visual and tracking skills



Focused attention



A desire to find out more about the
world



Ideas and stories that they want to
communicate



Rich opportunity to experience the
value of sharing books and written
information



Lots of opportunity to see symbols and
writing; to understand that print means
something
….. A rich experience of play!

So get outside!
The outdoor environment offers a huge
range of experiences for apprentice
readers and writers


Motivating physical challenges—how high can I
climb,? can I balance? how hard do I have to
push my wheelbarrow to get up the hill? can I
climb up that tree?



Irresistible sensory experiences—

the birds are singing—can you hear that one?
What is it?
I hear an aeroplane—watch it come out from the
cloud,

The mud is slimy, what do I need to add to it to make
my potion?
Spin us round—its building my sense of balance,
where I am, how I move and how the earth pulls me
How do I get down to the tap, press the tap and
catch the water all at once?

…..Get outside!



We’ve offered the Raleigh community
space-saving solutions for the past 10
years. We recommend Northwind Traders
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the seeds grow? how big is the tree? how much
water makes the mud wet? why does the water
disappear on a sunny day? what do clouds do?



It gives a sense of freedom—in time, space,
control. Time to think, time to dream, time to be
with others or by myself, time to practice what I
discovered yesterday



Lots of things to talk about and to want to tell
others about and to want to return to again



1000’s of reasons to play, think and learn
actively

Want to help your child ? Get them in the garden,
go for a walk, take them to the park ….



notice what they do and what they are
interested in — and go with them



Watch & wait, commentate—don’t take over
let them show you what they can do or want
to learn to do



See what you learn about your child and how
they learn
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